Sanskriti school, sent a twelve member strong delegation to the Doon School Model United Nations Conference which was held from the 12th to the 14th of August. The team consisted of the following students; Kabir Aryan (Head Delegate), Bikramjit Sarcar, Aryaman Kumar, Utsav Maheshwari, Madhav Lavakare, Shauryya Vira, Shivam Nanda, Vidisha Madan, Tavishi Sharma, Suramya, Achintya Patil and Ashini Dhuria. The delegates were accompanied by teacher escort, Aditi Acharya ma'am. The award ceremony took place on the last day and Sanskriti school won the following accolades:

Achintya Patil and Utsav Maheshwari awarded the Most Outstanding Delegation in SCSS

Kabir Aryan (Head Delegate) awarded Best Delegate in UNHRC

Shivam Nanda received a Verbal Mention in UNODC

Bikramjit Sarcar and Aryaman Kumar received Verbal Mentions in I.P.C.

The students had a wonderful time in Dehradun and it was a learning experience for all of us.